
Gemma bought 4 pairs of jeans for $92 during an Easter sale. What will be the 

cost for 5 pairs of jeans?

Amy drove 144 miles and used up 6 gallons of gas. Find the distance covered 

on her return trip, if her engine consumed only 5 gallons of gas.

The local deli used up 8 loaves of bread to make sandwiches. If they were cut 

up into 128 slices in all, �nd the number of slices contained in 6 loaves. 

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Veronica earns $60 for 5 hours of babysitting. How much will she get paid for

8 hours of work?

Jose collected 24 box top coupons and uses 3 sheets to glue all the coupons. 

How many coupons can be glued onto 4 sheets? 

‘Satin Brick’ at Newark comprises 21 apartments spread over 7 !oors. How

many apartments do 5 !oors of the building contain?
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Gemma bought 4 pairs of jeans for $92 during an Easter sale. What will be the 

cost for 5 pairs of jeans?

Amy drove 144 miles and used up 6 gallons of gas. Find the distance covered 

on her return trip, if her engine consumed only 5 gallons of gas.

The local deli used up 8 loaves of bread to make sandwiches. If they were cut 

up into 128 slices in all, �nd the number of slices contained in 6 loaves. 

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Veronica earns $60 for 5 hours of babysitting. How much will she get paid for

8 hours of work?

Jose collected 24 box top coupons and uses 3 sheets to glue all the coupons. 

How many coupons can be glued onto 4 sheets? 

‘Satin Brick’ at Newark comprises 21 apartments spread over 7 !oors. How

many apartments do 5 !oors of the building contain?

$23/pair of jeans ; $115

24 miles/gallon of gas ; 120 miles

16 slices/loaf ; 96 slices

$12/hour ; $96

8 box top coupons/sheet ; 32 coupons

3 apartments/�oor ; 15 apartments

Answer key
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